Finding Amos

Three national bestselling authors join talents in a multi-dimensional novel that illustrates the
importance of love, family, and forgiveness.After a lifetime of womanizing, making babies,
and then disappearing and taking no responsibility for his actions, Amos Davis has finally
reached an impasse—literally crashing his car down a one-way street. It may be the only road
to redemption for the aging musician, now afflicted with Alzheimer’s disease, for it has
brought together the three daughters he abandoned. But when it comes to their deadbeat dad,
their hearts may already be sealed… Cass, the child of Amos’s mistress, has had enough
heartache, from losing her mother to the tragic end of her marriage. Amos was never there for
her—why should this talented cake maker be sweet to him now? Toya, always the “other
woman” in her affairs with married men, was deeply scarred by Amos’s public denial of her
existence years ago. Will seeing him again send her further down a troubled path? A gifted
writer, Tomiko channels her pain into her stories of the father she never knew. In her imagined
world, she is safe—but will she ever risk her heart on real love? A powerful interplay of
memory and reality, this emotionally taut novel weaves the voices of three authors to deliver
an unforgettable tale of one man’s struggle to make peace with his failures, his family and the
destinies of those who must forgive to move forward with their own lives and dreams.
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Listen to a free sample or buy Finding Amos (Unabridged) by J. D. Mason, ReShonda Tate
Billingsley & Bernice L. McFadden on iTunes on your iPhone, iPad, Editorial Reviews. About
the Author. J. D. Mason is the national bestselling and award-winning . Finding Amos for me
was intriguing from beginning to end.Find out more about Finding Amos by J.D. Mason,
ReShonda Tate Billingsley, Bernice L. McFadden at Simon & Schuster. Read book reviews &
excerpts, watch Finding Amos (Heftet) av forfatter J D Mason. Pris kr 139. Se flere boker fra J
D Mason.What symbolism can you glean from the title Finding Amos? Who is finding Amos?
Is this person or persons seeking Amos physically, mentally, or both? Do you Finding Amos
has 65 ratings and 16 reviews. Teresa said: They were soul and funk, rhythm and blues, jazz
and boogaloo all roll up into a sound that even The Hardcover of the Finding Amos by
Bernice L. McFadden, J. D. Mason, ReShonda Tate Billingsley at Barnes & Noble. FREE
Shipping on Finding Amos (Audible Audio Edition): J. D. Mason, ReShonda Tate Billingsley,
Bernice L. McFadden, Kevin Free, Recorded Books: : Audible After a lifetime of
womanizing, making babies, and then disappearing and taking no responsibility for his
actions, Amos Davis has finally This reading group guide for Finding Amos includes an
introduction, discussion questions, and ideas for enhancing your book club. The suggested
questions This reading group guide for Finding Amos includes an introduction, discussion
questions, and ideas for enhancing your book club. The suggested questions - 27 sec Uploaded by Jack KFinding Amos. video. 0:26 0 likes, 0:27. Jack K. No views. video icon ·
Finding Joy In Pain 2 Finding Amos by J D Mason, 9781410465757, available at Book
Depository with free delivery worldwide.Read Finding Amos by J.D. Mason with Rakuten
Kobo. Three national bestselling authors join talents in a multi-dimensional novel that
illustrates the importance : Finding Amos (9781451617047): J.D. Mason, ReShonda Tate
Billingsley, Bernice L. McFadden: Books. Get the Finding Amos at Microsoft Store and
compare products with the latest customer reviews and ratings. Download or ship for free.Pris:
120 kr. E-bok, 2015. Laddas ned direkt. Kop Finding Amos av J D Mason, Reshonda Tate
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